High Interest Low Level Chapter Books by Exact Change

**High Interest Low Level Chapter**
My son (aged 10) loves them – they are the first books he read. They are written especially for emerging readers and have an interest level of 10+ but a reading level of about 6-7 year old (so a friend told me, and it seems about right to me).

**High Interest Low Readability Books for Struggling Readers**
See cover art and learn about the high interest/low reading level nonfiction books that Bearport Publishing publishes for kids in grades 6 to 8. The emphasis is on people, places, and events that will interest 12- to 14-year-olds.

**High Interest–Low Reading Level Books for Reluctant Readers**
High Interest / Low Level (Hi-Lo) Books are designed for students who are reading below the reading level for their grade. They contain subjects that are appropriate for their grade and interest level, and emphasize the most common words in English.

**High Interest / Low Level (Hi-Lo) Books – High Noon Books**
The High Noon Books division of Academic Therapy Publications publishes materials in the field of learning disabilities and special education, including tests, assessments, parent and teacher resources, hi/lo and low level readers, and visual perceptual aids.

**High Noon Books – High Interest Books and Programs for ...**
HIP Books – High Interest Publishing – publishes novel series and teacher guides designed to provide reading help for struggling and reluctant readers.

**HIP Books for Reluctant & Struggling Readers**
Where To Find High Interest, Low Level Reading Books (Hi/Lo Readers) Recently I wrote a blog post called 10 Items Every Special Educator Should Have In Their Classroom. One of the items was Hi-Lo Readers.

**Where To Find High Interest, Low Level Reading Books (Hi ...**
Ghost House by Paul Kropp is a bestseller from High Interest Publishing (HIP Books). This mystery thriller is rated at a 3.2 grade level with an interest level for grades 4-10. This mystery thriller is rated at a 3.2 grade level with an interest level for grades 4-10.

**High-Interest, Low Reading-Level Books | LoveToKnow**
High Interest / Low Reading Level Book List One may also consider the Choose Your Own Adventure series for those struggling with reading.
The series is written approximately at a grade 4 to 5 level, with an interest level from grades 4-8 and can be found in the J Paperback area of your library.

**High Interest / Low Reading Level Book List**
The books they need are often referred to as "hi-lo" or high-interest, low-level. Here are 10 high-interest books that might appeal to your struggling middle school reader: Bad Island by Doug TenNaple What begins as a family vacation ends in an unexpected way when Reese is shipwrecked and ends up on Bad Island.

**High-Interest Books for Struggling Middle School Readers ...**
High/low books offer highly engaging age-appropriate subject matter at a low reading level for struggling readers. High/low books can help build reading fluency, vocabulary, background knowledge, and interest in reading. Learn more about where to find quality high/low books.

**High/Low Books for Children | Reading Rockets**
In response to the growing need for reading material to assist reluctant readers, a sub-genre has emerged: Hi/Lo books--high interest, low reading level (also "low vocabulary" or "low ability"). Aimed at children in the intermediate grades, middle through high school, these books are short, running from 400 to 1,200 words, with many illustrations.

**Hi/Lo Books: Writing for Reluctant Readers – Writing-World.com**
Looking for High Interest Low Level Chapter Books for Sr. High Students Reading below 3rd Grade Level? What do you recommend? Titles, Authors, or Publishers? Help! Pictures are okay, but we need chapters or larger passages than comic titles We are focusing on improving fluency and comprehension. This is to supplement phonics-based remediation of decoding skills.

**Looking for High Interest Low Level Chapter Books for Sr ...**
Find effective high interest, low vocabulary books. The term "high interest, low vocabulary" is often used to describe books for struggling middle school readers. These are materials with controlled vocabulary and reading difficulty levels, but with plots and topics appropriate to older students.

**Hooking Struggling Readers: Using Books They Can and Want ...**
Interest Level: Grades 3-6. Comic chapter books feature the greatest super heroes: Batman, Superman™, The Green Lantern, and The Flash. Original art by DC illustrators will captivate young readers and give them glowing examples of bravery, loyalty, and true heroism.
CHILDREN'S BOOKS / High Interest Readers - kaplanco.com
Books shelved as high-interest-low-level: El Deafo by Cece Bell, Diary of a Wimpy Kid by Jeff Kinney, You Suck by Christopher Moore, She-Hulk, Volume 2: ...

Popular High Interest Low Level Books - Goodreads
Finding chapter books for kids to read that they have a high interest in is key. Listed here are some of our favorite chapter book series for kids in 4th and 5th grades. Most of these are ones that I either read as a kid or used as a reading tutor.

Favorite Chapter Books for Kids in 4th and 5th Grades
Best Chapter Book Series by My 6th Grader Because They Are So Awesome. Top 100 YA Books. Young Adult and Middle Grade Books For Tweens Who Read 2-3 Grades Below. A Twitter follower suggested the Orca Currents Series for Teens who read several grades below and I tried it on my Teen Reluctant Reader friend in Hawaii. It worked beautifully!

Best Books For Teens Who Read 2 to 3 Grades Below ...
High/Low books to the rescue! High/Low books in the strictest of definitions are books that are hi interest/low vocabulary. At one time they had a bad rap because, well, they weren’t very good. These days that is just not the case and the definition has expanded to include books that: are high interest. are a lower reading level than the ...

High/Low Books to Engage Reluctant Readers from 4th Grade ...
Exciting realistic fiction for struggling readers in elementary and middle school. The HIP JR LIBRARY PACK contains all 12 titles at a significant discount over the individual prices of the books. See also HIP QUICKREAD – shorter chapter book-style adaptations of selected HIP JR novels. INTEREST LEVELS: Ages 8-12 (Grades 3-7) READING LEVELS: 1.8-2.4 LEXILE LEVELS: 350-450.

HIP JR & QUICKREAD – HIP Books
MIDDLE GRADES READING NETWORK HIGH INTEREST/LOW READABILITY BOOKS
Third Grade Reading Level Animal Rescuers: A Chapter Book by Hansen, Rosanna Animorphs #1: Invasion by Applegate, K. A. Animorphs #2: Visitor by Applegate, K. A. Assassination Of Abraham Lincoln by Olson, Kay Melchisedech Battle Of the Alamo by Doeden, Matt